Premium Quality
Seating Comfort

XZ
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ROVO-PUR-foam for relaxed seating

Headrest (optional)
- upholstered, height adjustable
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Dynamic backrest
- 3-fold adjustable
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AIR PLUS
- depth adjustable lumbar support
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Comfort synchro mechanism
- with wide opening angle for relaxed
seating, 3-fold lockable
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Anatomically contoured cushion
- for special seating comfort
- seat cushion with spring seat and
viscoelastic ROVO-PUR-foam
(pressure reducing)
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Fully upholstered armrests
- chrome / leather
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Seat height adjustment
- infinitely adjustable
- with shock absorbing system
in lowest position
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Tension control to suit bodyweight

Genuine
Leather
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- infinitely variable adjustment by
use of handle on the side
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Seat depth adjustment
- with sliding seat (5 cm)
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Seat angle adjustment
- adjustable (4°/-1°)
- flexible seat edge
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ROVO XZ
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Design five star base
- Aluminum polished
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Premium castors
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- top quality chromed casing from
zinc die cast with chromed wheel rings
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Executive swivel chair with high back,
Synchro mechanism, ROVO-PUR-foam.
Aluminum base polished.

Conference chair with medium-high back,
chromed cantilever frame.

More comfort with
ROVO-PUR-foam
Viscoelastic ROVO-PUR-foam
adapts to the body shape through
bodyweight and body heat. The
effect is pressure- and tension
reducing in the pelvis and backside
area, regardless of the bodyweight.
The seat cushion with spring seat
allows for even greater sitting
comfort.

Lumbar support AIR PLUS:
This orthopedic air cushion lumbar
support system can be individually
adjusted by the use of a hand
pump. The chair fits like a tailor
made suit. The chair supports a
healty sitting posture and prevents
back problems.
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Conference swivel chair with medium-high fixed
backrest, gas spring with fixed seat height and automatic return feature. Aluminum base polished with glides
or castors.

Executive swivel chair with high back and headrest,
Synchro mechanism, ROVO-PUR-foam.
Aluminum base polished.
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Pure Aniline leather, natural with soft touch / price group 7 – further sorts of leather and fabrics are at your choice.

7-03 Leder schwarz
Naht schwarz
leather black
seams black

7-03 Leder schwarz
Naht silber
leather black
seams silver

7-03 Leder schwarz
Naht hellbraun
leather black
seams light brown

7-05 Leder braun
Naht braun
leather brown
seams brown

7-05 Leder braun
Naht hellbrau
leather brown
seams light brown
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